
Elevation Control:
Elevation changes can be made in three different ways. The most coarse elevation adjust-
ment is made by loosen¬ing the right Tension Screw (3) about a 1⁄4 of a turn and lifting 
the entire center column (5) to the desired position. (There is a keyway in the center col-
umn that the Tension Screw rides in.) Lock the center column back in place by tightening 
the Tension Screw (3). Light pressure is all that is needed. Elevation changes can also be 
made by loosening the left Tension Screw (4) about a 1⁄4 of a turn and rotating the hand 
wheel (7) (clockwise to go up; counterclockwise to go down). This is a much finer adjust-
ment than the first method. Lock the Tension Screw (4) when in the desired position.

The finest elevation change can be made using the rear leg (2). Using all three elevation 
methods, you can adjust for different range conditions, target frame heights, etc.

Maintenance:
Very little maintenance is required on your “Sinclair Rest” except for lubrication. Using 
good quality grease, apply it sparingly to the threaded post, the leg screws and the 
Tension Screw threads. Just smear a small amount along one edge of the threads and it 
will work its way around.

Apply a light film of grease on the machined portion of the pedestal casting underneath the center column (5), and to the outside 
diameter of the center column. We recommend that you clean off the old grease occasionally and re-apply clean grease.

Installation of Rest Top
Models RT-3, RT-2510, and Model 1000
1)  Place the Sinclair stainless steel rest post in the rest base. Orient the keyway in the post with the left Tension Screw (4). Position the post 

so it protrudes approximately ½" above the center column. Tighten the Tension Screw to secure the post.
2) Remove bag straps and bag from Model RT-2510 to access post mounting screw. RT-3 and Model 1000 can be mounted as received.
3)  Place rest top on top of the post so the forend stop is located on the front side of the rest. (See Figure 2). Model 1000 does not come 

with a forend stop and can be oriented in any manner.
4) We suggest applying a couple drops of LocTite #271 or equivalent to the inside of the threaded hole on the rest post.
5) Tighten the screw with a good quality allen wrench. Make sure the rest top is in the position you desire.
6) You can now install the hand wheel onto the post by removing the rest top and post assembly from the rest.
7) You are now ready to install the bag. See bag installation on the reverse side of this sheet.

Legs:
Your Sinclair rest is a tripod, as most rests are, but on this rest the two front legs 
(1) are closer together. This permits the user to locate the rest closer to the edge 
of the bench without losing stability. The rear leg screw (2) can be replaced with 
a Sinclair speed screw if desired. Each leg screw can be adjusted independently 
by loosening the locknut. When installing the legs, make sure they nylon washer 
is positioned between the locknut and the casting.

Instructions For Use

The “Sinclair Rest” is a solid cast iron pedestal that has been power coated for all weather 
protection. The remaining parts of the rest are all made from high grade stainless steel. We 
believe the quality of materials and the machining used to produce this rest make it one of 
the finest shooting platforms for the serious benchrest shooter or rifleman.
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Installation of Rest Top

Models 5200 & 5300
Note:  You can install the bag prior to putting the top onto the rest if you desire.  
Bag installation instructions are on the reverse side of this sheet.

1)  Your Model 5200 or 5300 windage rest top comes already installed on a Sinclair 
stainless steel rest post.

2) Install the hand wheel onto post.
3)  Insert the post into center column of rest base with the keyway in the post 

aligned with the left side Tension Screw.
4) Tighten Tension Screw and you are ready to go.
5) Install bag if not already done.

Bag Filling:
Models 5200 & 2510
1)  Remove side angle plates and rear bag strap from the main plate. The bag should 

still be secured by the front bag strap/forend stop.
2)  Note that the sand bag is stitched so that there is an opening on one edge of the bag. Place a small funnel in the opening of the 

bag and fill with clean dry sand. We suggest filling with one level cup, but you can put in more or less sand as desired.

Installation of Bag:
Models 5300 & RT-3
This top was designed to be used with Protektor/Tuller style owl ear bags (not included).
1) Your rest top should already be installed on the rest base.
2) Fill your sand bag with clean dry sand to desired firmness. 
3) Remove front and rear straps and side plates from the main plate.
4)  Place the bag on top of the main plate and re-install side plates and front and rear straps. The four flaps on the bag should be 

underneath the straps. An extra set of hands is helpful during re-installation of the straps.
5) Excess material from the flaps on the bag can be left alone or removed with a razor blade, utility knife, etc.

WARNING:
1)  DO NOT pick up your rifle rest by the top at ANY time. This can damage your rest top or your rest could release from the top and 

damage something else.
2) DO NOT pound on the front of the top or the bag when it is installed on your windage top. This will damage your top.
3) DO NOT force the windage screw (clockwise) beyond it stopping point. This will damage the windage mechanism.
4)  DO NOT use rifles exceeding 18 lbs. We assemble the tops in our shop with an 18 lb test weight. Exceeding this weight may 

damage your top.

Tips On Getting The Most Out Of Your Sinclair Rifle Rest
1) Use your rest on as steady a bench as possible. A good concrete bench is ideal.
2) Make sure all Tension Screws are tightened before shooting.
3) Proper alignment of the rest and rear sand bag is critical to proper and consistent tracking of your rifle during recoil.
4)  Lightly powder your front and rear bags occasionally with baby powder. Do not allow powder to cake up. Bags should be free of 

moisture before applying powder.
5) If your stock has swivel studs on it, remove them to avoid damaging your bag and to obtain better results.
6)  When using a windage top, first center the adjustment by turning the windage knob accordingly. Then roughly align your rest with 

your target. This gives you plenty of windage adjustment in both directions.
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